Become a fully automated enterprise™ with the UiPath Platform

A fully automated enterprise is a digitally transformed enterprise, where:

**People do work that excites them** and everyone has a digital assistant on the desktop carrying out day-to-day tasks on their behalf.

**Technology fades into the background** as the hundreds of applications and thousands of databases that sprawl across organizations today get integrated into a coherent whole.

**Anyone, with little to no coding, can develop automations** and automation-powered applications that deliver engaging user experiences.

**AI permeates every facet of work** as AI-skilled robots automate increasingly sophisticated business scenarios—driving productivity, efficiency, and customer satisfaction to new heights.

---

**A true end-to-end automation platform**

From tools to training, from discovering the best automation opportunities to measuring ROI — everything you need to manage an enterprise-wide automation program. True end-to-end automation delivering meaningful and substantial returns faster and offering your organization the best path to becoming a fully automated enterprise.
Disc**over everything worth automating** and manage your org-wide rollout

**Automation Hub** is the way to manage your automation rollout with instant visibility and control. Crowdsource automation ideas from employees with a simple submission form, see instant feasibility and ROI calculations, collect all the documentation for your future automations, and collaborate under one roof to get from automation discovery to build-out fast.

**Process Mining** analyzes the data from your business applications (like ERP and CRM) to tell you what end-to-end processes to automate and how to do it best—and be able to prove impact, too. Export the info to Automation Hub to speed up implementation and avoid manual information transfer, which is always prone to error.

**Task Mining** applies AI to expose patterns and variations in day-to-day tasks, scoring them for ease of automation and potential savings. Export the findings to process documents or to UiPath Studio directly for speedy bot-building.

**Task Capture** lets you automatically document attended processes as you work, or detail out your unattended processes. Export the build-ready workflows directly to UiPath Studio. It simplifies the requirements-gathering process for both subject matter experts explaining a process, and the Center of Excellence (CoE) members providing production-grade automations.

“With Automation Hub, I showed leadership ROI in under an hour. I quickly clicked on the cost-benefit tab, said ‘this is our savings,’ and got funding approval for 10 robots.”

Project Manager
LexisNexis Risk Solutions

3-4 weeks less manual work for every automation idea

60% less documentation time

**Build automations** quickly, from the simple to the advanced

**Studio** is where developers build automations and test them, including the applications they rely on, like web, mobile, SAP, and virtualized desktops. There’s API integration to an ever-growing list of applications, technologies, and platforms, and with pre-defined activities, drag-and-drop modeling, and a workflow recorder, simple tasks can be automated with minimal coding.

**StudioX** empowers everyone to create automations. If you can build a macro in Excel, you can build a bot in StudioX. Savvy employees—or citizen developers, as we call them—will rapidly automate tasks for themselves and their team without the need for developer resources or coding knowledge.

“Even on a complex use case, if we have commitment from the business and process owners to document the requirements, the actual development literally takes just a few weeks.”

VP of Global Automation and Head of CoE
Nielsen
Manage, deploy, and optimize automations across the enterprise

**Orchestrator** is the heart of your automation management. Deploy, monitor, optimize, and ensure the security of your entire digital workforce with enterprise-scale integration and compliance—no matter what size your business is.

**Automation Cloud** is the fastest, easiest way to get RPA. You can start instantly and, if needed, scale infinitely up to full enterprise capability, with comprehensive, secure, cloud-based management and immediate access to all the things you need to start building your own automations.

**Test Suite** enables you to govern and monitor the quality of your automations. It facilitates test planning and execution, requirements, and defect traceability. It includes comprehensive test reporting and seamlessly adapts to your environment with out-of-the-box integrations.

**Insights** offers powerful embedded analytics to measure, report, and align automation operations with your specific KPIs and strategic business outcomes.

**Data Service** brings powerful no-code data modeling and storage to your automations while ensuring seamless access, enterprise-grade security, and scalability of the data.

**AI Center** lets you easily consume machine learning models. Ours or yours. Drag and drop them into your automation workflows via UiPath Studio. Monitor and manage your robots’ AI skills, and constantly train and improve skills with human-validated data.

**Document Understanding** is easy. Drag and drop AI skills for data extraction and interpretation directly into your automations in UiPath Studio and watch the bots process virtually any document type and format, including tables, checkboxes, even signatures and handwriting. Whenever the team chips in to validate data or handle exceptions, the bots learn and improve their accuracy over time.

**Native Integrations** with the technologies you use today, built by UiPath and/or the UiPath community of technology provider partners.

**Marketplace** — Grab trusted automation and AI ready-made components and solutions to deliver automations faster.

---

Schedule bots to work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

"Migrating to Automation Cloud was a key move in our cloud strategy. We are now able to scale our program easily without overhead, while remaining keenly focused on agility and value-driven automations."

RPA Leader, World Fuel Services

"Test Suite is easier to learn, enables teams to automate tests 70% faster, execute tests 30% faster, and tests require 40% less maintenance."

TestingXperts

"AI Center really broadens the type of process that you can go after."

Intelligent Automation and Process Excellence Manager
Heritage Bank
Run automations through intelligent, reliable, flexible software robots that can take on a huge range of tedious tasks

- >34 Million Euros in savings with 400+ robots, and 250 employees trained in RPA with the UiPath Academy at Orange™ Spain in the first two years of automation
- Dentsu built and deployed 60 robots in just 30 days to complete a large-scale data extraction and migration project, saving more than 125,000 hours.

Attended Robots work under your supervision via UiPath Assistant. Launch your personal Robot assistant from the desktop to run, manage and collaborate with attended robots.

Unattended Robots work independently in the background and handle task-heavy, long-running processes. Manage them on a virtual machine through Orchestrator. They will check in with the team for validation, or if there's a question or exception, via the UiPath Action Center.

Test Robots are unattended robots programmed to run automated test cases against applications or RPA workflows. Run test robots on multiple machines in parallel.

Engage people and robots as one team for seamless process collaboration

Apps lets you build, use, and share elegant automation-powered business apps, the low-code way. Create visually appealing professional apps quickly using only a web browser through a rich library of drag-and-drop controls. An app can be connected to a single automation or to as many automations as you like.

Action Center brings a human in the loop when automating advanced processes that require exceptions, escalations, and approvals. Automate end-to-end business processes through seamless human-robot collaboration from a single platform.

Assistant is a fully-governed and easy-to-use launchpad that lets all your employees interact with robots and robot-powered Apps right on their desktops.

Chatbots simplify access to the information, tools, and resources teams need to interact with customers. Trigger robots to do things like checking order status or posting data in your CRM through chat windows, social messaging apps, or even voice. In plain language.

“The ultimate goal is to arm all of our employees with a virtual assistant. There isn’t a team or process that can’t benefit from AI and RPA.”
Chief Automation Officer, dentsu

“With UiPath-Druid integration, we’ve cut the credit deferral request process from 10 minutes to 20 seconds.”
Director Project Management, OTP Bank
Measure and govern your automation program at every step, at any scale.

Govern how automations are built and what users can do with them. There are rich role-based access controls that work with your account directories. Quickly set up policies, repositories, and package resources in Automation Ops, the cloud-first, rich web-based application that keeps your automations in check while giving developers the freedom to design their best work.

Run an effective program and maximize your return on automation by measuring operational and business impact with UiPath Insights.

What makes an automation platform great?

- Fully governed, end-to-end automation platform
- Development experiences from low code to professional grade
- Infused with Machine Learning/AI
- Open, extensible platform
- Training for every role, and a community to scale with